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Sustainable 5G deployment model for future mobility in the Mediterranean Cross-Border Corrido

About the project
I5GMed brings together key stakeholders of the “Barcelona – Perpignan” cross-border section of the Mediterranean
corridor including MNOs, road and rail operators and neutral hosts, complemented with innovative SMEs developing
AI functions and selected R&D centers with a proven track record in 5G research and innovation. Given the proximity
of the E15 highway and the high-speed rail track in the considered cross-border section, the 5GMed consortium will
demonstrate how a multistakeholder 5G infrastructure featuring a variety of technologies, including Rel.16 5GNR at
3.5 GHz, Rel.16 NR-V2X at 5.9 GHz, unlicensed mm-wave, network slicing and service orchestration, can be used to
jointly deliver CCAM and FRMCS services.
The considered CCAM use cases include Remote Driving in cross-border open roads to enable safe fallback
operation in Level 4 autonomous driving, and the massive sensorization of road infrastructures enabling AI-powered
traffic management algorithms in the presence of legacy vehicles.
The technical activities of 5GMed are complemented by a carefully designed impact maximization strategy including :
i) demonstrations in key industrial events, ii) concrete measures to influence standardization and policy makers, iii)
cost-benefit analysis of the 5GMed deployment models, and iv) joint exploitation and business modes.
5GMed ambitions to become the lighthouse project for CCAM and FRMCS deployment in cross-border scenarios
that can be replicated across Europe and trigger further investments through the CEF2 program.

VEDECOM's role in the project
VEDECOM is going to be the leader of WP6, responsible for
coordination of validation activities at the local sites and the crossborder corridor. VEDECOM is responsible for validation activities in
Paris Region trial site, before validating it at the ES-FR cross-border
corridor, particularly for the remote driving use case. In this
context, VEDECOM will ensure the network and system
architecture, interconnection of different entities and
functionalities at the local site.
For the technical aspects, VEDECOM will be developing AI-assisted
technology selection in hybrid
communication networks (5G, ITS G5, and LTE-V2X) as well as OBU
and MEC functionalities
necessary for the use case.
o VEDECOM will lead task T2.2 : Test case definitions, deployment
options, tools, permissions
o VEDECOM will lead Task T3.4: Multi-technology TCU for
automotive / railways
o VEDECOM will lead Task Task
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